Suggested Timetable for Year 6 – Home Learning- WB; 1st March 2021
Date

Morning Task
World book day inspiration
morning activities.

Monday

Interactive Picture Books
(worldbookday.com)
Watch and learn with Tom
Fletcher as he shares how he
was inspired to create books
that are fun and interactive,
and how he brings his stories
to life!
Tuesday
Creating comic strip characters
masterclass
(worldbookday.com)
Design your own comic book
duo with author-illustrator
Sophy Henn, as she discusses
how to develop characters
through relationships and their
similarities and differences.
Wednesday Weird and wonderful heroes
(worldbookday.com)
Difference is a super-power!
Greg James and Chris Smith
discuss celebrating diversity
and the importance of
friendship in every story.
Thursday
Friday

How to Make Characters Feel
Real (worldbookday.com)
Derek Landy explains how he
learned to create realistic,
three-dimensional characters,
inspired by his Skulduggery
Pleasant series.

Guided
Reading
PDF on
class story
“Five in a
row”
Challenge!

English

Maths

PDF on class story

PDF on class story

TOPIC- ART PROJECT WEEK; Do Maths &
Science on whichever day you choose!
ENJOY!
PDF on class story

10 minute reading
challenges.

The Tunnel by Pie
Corbett
Reading opportunitiesdeveloping knowledge of
vocabulary.

Number of the day
and puzzle
challenges to
complete!

PE- Just Dance
Just Dance - YouTube
Geography- Show what you know about
Rivers!

https://authorfy.com/
10minutechallenges/
To end your fab
learning day- Choose
a 10-minute
challenge that
interests you!

“Five in a
row”
Challenge!

The Tunnel by Pie
Corbett
Understanding of the
text by finding the
evidence in the text.

Number of the day
and puzzle
challenges to
complete!

PE- Joe Wicks
The Body Coach TV - YouTube
History- Create a timeline showing the key
moments in the history of women’s roles
and rights.

https://authorfy.com/
10minutechallenges/
To end your fab
learning day- Choose
a 10-minute
challenge that
interests you!

“Five in a
row”
Challenge!

The Tunnel by Pie
Corbett
Developing inference
finding the clues in the
text.

Number of the day
and puzzle
challenges to
complete!

PE- Cricket LIVE
Chance to Shine LIVE! | Chance to Shine
RE- Go through each item of food and
explore the symbolism and how it relates to
the story and to create your own plate of
food full of memories. What would you
include?

https://authorfy.com/
10minutechallenges/
To end your fab
learning day- Choose
a 10-minute
challenge that
interests you!

WORLD BOOK DAY (Please See PDF)
“Five in a
row”
Challenge!

The Tunnel by Pie
Corbett
Writing opportunities
linked to the story;
choose two.

Number of the day
and puzzle
challenges to
complete!

PE- Cosmic Yoga
Cosmic Kids Yoga - YouTube
Science- How to grow a RAINBOW.

https://authorfy.com/
10minutechallenges/
To end your fab
learning day- Choose
a 10-minute
challenge that
interests you!

